
Carbon Contribute, LLC 
 
What:  Carbon Contribute is an advocacy group to help educate, and counter the misinformation about Carbon and its 
overall impact on the Earth. 
 
Why:  Carbon is literally the building block of life.  Every living thing expels Carbon with every breath.  Carbon is part of 
every facet of existence; from driving a car, to traveling, to production, to eating.   The opposition has chosen Carbon to 
demonize and subsequently tax – literally because its part of every portion of living one’s life.  There is no getting around 
having an impact on Carbon – so they have chosen Carbon to make money and gain power. 
 
Defending Carbon:  While the opposition has done a great job demonizing Carbon, the truth is that the human 
contribution to changes in the Earth’s atmosphere is very small – almost immeasurable.  The following graph shows how 
the opposition tries to scare people: 
 

 
 
Starting from before the industrial revolution, they show this chart to say that Carbon usage and emissions has made a 
dramatic jump.  They argue that human carbon usage is literally changing the Earth’s climate and will ultimately destroy 
the Earth.  Their solution:  tax carbon so people stop using it (which is impossible).   
 



ns  
This chart helps to educate that the rise in carbon that they show in charts is almost completely tied to the growth in 
human population.   People are not expelling more carbon, and this charts helps to show very consistent carbon 
contribution per human over time.   The real question is if the opposition real objective is to reduce the human 
population? 
 
 

 
 
When you include all sources of Carbon, including all the sources that come from the Earth naturally in the Carbon Cycle, 
the human contribution is less than 1% of total Carbon.  The above chart more accurately represents the Human effect.  
Clearly this graph is a lot less dramatic, and it would be difficult to scare the masses into submission by telling the truth 
and showing this reality.  Additionally, Carbon itself comprises just .04% of the total atmosphere. 
 
 



 
 
Finally, another chart.  Is it more information on how Humans are destroying the Earth?   
Nope.  This chart is simply displaying the average earnings of a Human from birth to the age of 25.  The chart itself looks 
almost identical to the 1st chart.   The moral is – you can make any chart or argument look any way you would like when 
you only include part of the data. 
 
 

 


